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Trbroduction

in the

uniform

an

ceuot

cpportunity

be won without Ged and to give

to worship while

ment has always advocateda Chaplains

amay

from home,

Corps for its amy.

om

men

om

govern=

Already in the

Revolutionary Wax some 170 years ago, Ceneral George Washington called up=
on the clergy in the eastern cities
to preach to them,
fort to then,

to go owb to the American troops ard

pray with them and to offer spiritual advice and come

Also In the Civil. War,

I, wo

World

War

try.

And especially was this the case in World var IT, just concluded.

Statistics

found

shor that

muy

in the Spanisketmerican War and in

on Yd

nately 10,000 chaplains
4n the army,

chaplains serving

Day,

tthe

armed

September 2, 1945,

of all denominations

the navy cr in the air corps.

serving

forces

of our

coune

there were approacie
ow

of these,

country either

235 were

of our

ISssouri synod Lutheran Church,? and I was one of then,
Wy I entered the Chaplainey
T shell never forget how the
reaty months

before

cy by my district
brasil,

auite

and

president,

the

Reverend W, E. lomenn of Tancroft,

to do so by many brethren

I had given the matter serious

never fully resolve

Ale

Pearl Harbor had I been zecomoended for the chaplains

encouraged

somes time

Lord led me into the chapiaincy,.

in the

ministry.

consideration,

le=
Yor

but could

to leave my congregation and to join the Chaplains

Corpse, Then came February
2, 1942.
yas working in the studye

It was on a Monday morning and I

Suddenly, without any special reason at all,

I turned on the radio and the very first voice heard was that
of a man

{the Army and Navy Chaplain, Ont coe
2

iomalies 1945, De 13

The Lutheran Chaplain, Gepventer I9A5Ss De1

owl

Ee

Realizing that wars

from tho Chief of Chaplains Office in Washington, speaking of tho dire
necd of more chaplains in the United States army and pleading with the
ministers of all faiths, if at all possible,
This made a profound impression
upon ng,
just then

to join the Chaplains Corps.

‘Thy did I tune in on the radio

this man was pleading
for more chaplains? Was

cidence?",
I kept on asking myself.
ther consideration,

it mrely
a coine

I again began to give the matter fur=

but still I could not decide to join the chaplaincy.

Then came the anmel Pastoral retreat in Omha, That tas exactly
a weelk
datere

And at this

meeting

I vas

again

approached

by ny district

dent and asked to reconsider the matter in all seriousness,
mised

to dog

Needless

to say,

serious

and prayerful

days

presi

This I profollomed.

I

again discussed the natter at length with ny wife and with a goodly mm-=
ber of friends and brethren in the ninistry.
about the matter and prayed most earnestly

For days and weels

for divine

guidance.

I thought
Finally

I did come to the conclusion that it mst be the Lord's will that I enter
upon the chaplaincy
and applied, However, it was not until July 18 that
I was ordered by the Yar Department in Washington to proceed on active

dutye
Time and Places Served
During the three and a half years of my chaplaincy

I served the fol-

lowing
time and placess
1. From August 1 = September 17, 1942 at the Port of Enbarkation in
Tt, Mason, California,

right
in the heart of San Francisco;

2. Fran September 24 < February 13, 1943 with the 457th Antieiircraft
Tettalion
in Camp Hulen, Texas;

3. Fron February 18 = ilay 4, 1943 with the 6th Regiment at Fte Loe

Clelian,

Alabama;

4. From May & = dune 5, 1942 T attended the Chaplain School at Hare
yard TnlversiLty in Cambridge,

Massachusetts s

5, ind fron “me 8, 1943 until my separation fron the service on
Jexuare 27,
in Hearne,

1946

L served as Camp Chaplain

of the Prisoner

Texace
A Genorel

Description

of a Chaplain's

tork

The work of a chaplain in the United States army,
is

of a threo-fold

nature

— religious,
Religious

The

religious work,

of a chaplain,
vould

services

men ané women

of couzse,

This
he carrics

do it in a civilian

general

nilitary

is the chief and most important work

le conducts

religious

convictions

confirms,

literature,

other interviews and tho lilo,
and beliefs.

rogular

services

comand end particular services

of his orm church - teaches

distributes

comunity.

on in practically
the same mamer as he

fcr his entire

does mission work,

and

generally speaking,

Work

congregetion.

sacranents,

his

of War Camp

makes

“ble

classes,

—

for the

administers

the

werforms marrizges and buriricy,
calls,

conducts

religious anc

And all of this strictly according tu
To do this work 2 chaplain

generally is

furnished with a chapel, fully equipped with an altar, pulpit, organ,
and pows, and with an office completely furnished with a desk, chair,
typewriter,

phone and all other necessary material.

le is also given

a conpetent assistant to help him in his works!
Military Work
work, which cones second in importance,
The military

I” if 16-205, The Chaplain, April 21, 1941, Chapters 4-9

=

consists ciiefly

o£ paper work in the office and of daily association with tho men of
his particular unit.
possiile

with

then,

len,
iy

Zor

the

fe is emected
showing

to spend as much of his

interest

anc

enceuraging

them,

purpose

of building

and

These

things

keeping up

Commmity

The commmity work, thich

in then, nazching

tine as

with

are

then,

speals

to be done

chief

the morale

of

the manel

Worle

cones last,

is done outside

of the army.

As chaplain he is not only responsible for the men and women of his par
ticular

organization,

bet also for the families

of the military persomoel,.

lie is to show interest in then by visiting them fron time
caro

of their

borheod

posted

spiritual needs.
on the

worl: of

tec is also to keep the people in the neigh=
the

As tine and opportunity presonts
nelghbering

churches

of his

and civil organizations.
cliy officials
and the

to tine and tale

faith

camp,

particularly

the

itself he, therefore,
and lecture

He will make calls

before

religious work

will proach in

various

church

groups

on neighbo:ring ministers ond

in order to keop up a good relationship

ssiieen the comp

co:mmity.

Homover, since most of my time was
here in Amewica,

T iii 16-805,

I would now like

the Chaplain,

spent in e Prisoner of Wer Comp

to speal of that work in particula:'.

April 21, 1941, Chapter 10

2 ‘BI 16-205, Tho Chaplain, April 21, 1941, Par. 59,60,86-87

CHAPTER IT
A Tescription of the Camp
The

Prisoner

of Wer

two ond a half years,
was

a mediumsized

reserbling

any

However,
what

rate

wit,

other

covering

while

amy

our

campe

section vas

of the
high

camp was

hexbed wire

compound
sonnel,
sary,

shop,

A regular

first

of all, wes

located

Prisoner

fences

separated

consisted

to work for

fexase

of ground

and

over

It

in gonoral

and

army

Camp was

up as

divided

several

front

of War
forned

part

sepa

consisting

building and the chapel,
camp,

surrounded

in a square.

one

mness-halis, warehouses,

of the

section,

comounds,

inte

the American section,

In the
Gy iio

‘This uiit

a Station Hospital,

back part
12 fect

again was

di-

anc the German

ty another high fence.

Each

office and supply rooms for our American pere

approximately 30 barrack buildings
a recreation hall,

camp is made

post emchanse

from one another

of four

it naturally differed some=

barrack buildings,

in the

vided into three different
Postal Unit,

of Yar Camp,

recreation hall,

the

privileged

300 acres

of War

of administration buildings,

This

aboub

Prisoner

There,

building,

I was

canp,.

being a Prisoner

sections,

theater

in which

was located two miles west of Hearne,

camp

fron a veguiar

lerge

Cam,

a library,

for the prisoners,

an educational

building,

a dispene
and a work

The Station Hospital with 300 beds was located to the oxtreme right

and the Gezman Postal
Unit manned by 250 German prisoner's
and handling
over 109,000 pieces of mail daily to the rear of

the camp. On the west

side of the camp proper was a large gardon of about 25 acres, which was

taken care of by the prisoners, and on the extreme cest side was the Prisoner of War cemeterys

-

This

brief

description will

give

us

somewhat

of an idea

of the

size

and type of the Prisoner of War Camp, in which I was workings
Life
in the Camp
In discussing the life in the camp, let me first briefly touch upon —
the life of our American boys and then speak more extensively on the life
of the

prisoners

of ware

Anerican
The main part of an American
other amy camp,
trative

soldier's life in this camp, as in any

consisted chiefly of work.

department,

while

the majority of them worked in the military de=

partment, The administrative work
ness matters
tvaining

Some worked in the adminis=

of the canp, while

and of the guarding

consisted of taking care of the busi-

the military work consisted chiefly of

of enemy prisoners,

In the administrative

Gepartment work was done for eight hours a day = from § in the morning

till

5 in the evening

—, while in the military department work was done

in eight
hour shifts.
After working hours, the time of the individual American soldier was
practically
his om. If

he lived with his fanily in tom,

he was pernit—

ted to go home and return in due time on the following day. The rest of
them would remain

at the camp and spend their leisure tice in various

wayse Some would spend their time in reading, in writing, in studying,
in talking, or in playing of cards and of music. Others would take vart
in sports.

In the evening many of then attended the movies and the dan=

ces, while others would fritter their time away in eating, in drinking,

in gambling and in a life of immorality and debauchery, Cursing and
swearing was also very prevalent at the

campe

»

Hore

I would also like to mention the

relationship
of our men tomard

each other and also tovard the prisoners.
men cane fron all walks of life,

with one another.

Considering the fact that our

it was remariable
how well they got along

In true American fashion a nost cordial relationship

existed among the entire American personnel,
course, as

cowld
be expected,

there were

they were few and far between.
of

our

officers

and men alike.

Of

a few exceptions
to the rule,

However,

tut

the spirit and the relationship

officers and mon over against the

prisoners of war was,

I am sorry

to say, not always
the best. To be sure, there were many of our men, in
fact,

the

greater majority

eoreble prisoners

of war

according

rules

to

of July 27,

the

them,

and would
and

1929 and signed

cepting Japan.

of them,

that

treat

regulations

did

consider

the prisoners

them in a fair and humane mamer
laid

dom

by all belligerent

in the Geneva

countries

Convention

of this war ex-

They did not coddle them nor show special privileges to

but they did treat

happy
to say that

them as human beings, While others
— and I an

these were in the minority

not as honorable prisoners

of war

= looked upon the prisoners,

but as criminals and outlavs,

They

hated thom and showed their contempt for them in word and action,
especially was this the case with the German prisoners
if prisoners wore disrespectful. and disobedient
man,

as hon=

of war.

And

Of course,

to any American officer or

it was absolutely proper and in perfect agreenent with the rules and

regulations of the Geneva Convention to punish them in sone way or anothers
However, that was to be

done ty the proper authorities and in a proper man-

nerel

i

Geneva Cocrention, duly an 192%

de
i
72te

“conet SHDLA

tits ZURRARY
SEEMINARY

ST, LOUIS, M®
fo

1

ee

ee

dapansse
The

Life

cventfn2

ene

prisoners,
and

of the
the

short while

witer

ignorance

separates

te

ren

clethed,
rice

alnost

icans

and

placed

exclusively,

barracks,

in the

touard

of them
anc

one

covld

writing
another

regular

To keep

not

done

shom

however,

Their's ms

and mun
German

cs

was

in learning

compomd.

There

they wers

of our govermont.

prisoner

of war

clothes

their

toverd

us

spare

learned

and lived

fron us énere

some appropriate

naturally was

tine.

Americans

They

spent chiefly in sleeping,

occupied,

there

ite

they were ontirely

to them several tines a week,

Their

wes

Since the
very Litcle

relationship

exceptionally

fear of ressiisle reprisals

coad.

for their

on Necember 7, 1941.

Cerman
Different,

the

sioimess

of war,

them further

to cecupy

as well

Unlike

which they had

read nor write,

snealy attack upon Pearl Harbor

camp life,

their

tine was

of basetell,

Tt seemed that they were in constant

this canp.

and

in a separate

wore

and instructive movies were

reading

lator

‘Their leisure

playing

simile

The resson for their inactivity was

the German prisoners

in their home-land.

majority

canpe

and housed entirely at the expense

in confortelle
talving

in our

a very

to work except to teke care of their barracks

of American

them and

of war was

thoy wero

of their compound,

Zo avoid any contact with

fed,

prisoners

they dic not have

the grounds

their

Japanese

the

life

~
of

the

German

prisoners

a very active and cventful one.

I would first of all like to spzak of

of war

in

Leseribing their

and then
it in a general

in e specific waye
The

Geneva

Convention

war should be fed,

referred

to above

clothed and housed

specifies

free of charge

that

prisoners

of

by the detaining po

ers just as their om men are fed,

clothed and housed, and should receive

@ small daily allownce of 10 cents far personal uses! And T will
say that
our goverment

strictly adhered to this

rule

of the Geneve Convention,

In

fact, up to the time of the unconditional surrender of Germany on May 8, 1945,
many wove of the opinion thst they were treated better than ow American boys.
After the unconditional.
the pictures

surrender,

of the horrors and atrocities

tion camps within Germany were
ment

upon

however,

released

nerpetrated jn various

to the American public,

public

demand

greatly

onerse

In fact,

it was

cub dow to such an extent

ficient

Zor

those

Furthemore,
could

prisoners

that were

the Geneva

be used for labor,

excepting

{nd we did we

orm compounds,

the

food rations

required

Convention

to be paid a stipulated ancmt

ers.

reduced

and especially after the news md

ow

specifies

of the Seman

prise

that it was hardly suf

that all prisoners

the officers and the disabled,

as agreed upon

in mess—halls,

covern=

to do heavy manual labor,

i

of war

and were

the two respective poime

the labor of the prisoners,

on our grounds,

concentra

we had them work in their

in kitchers, in work shops,

in warehouses, in the hospital, in the camp garden and in fields outside
of the

camp. fox work done in and around the

goverment
at the rate of 20

cam, they were paid by the

cents a day, while for work done in the field

outside of the comp, they were paid by the farmer
at the rate
of $4.80 a
cay.

‘The worker

received 80 conts

of it, while

the $4.00 for its expenses. And here,
ment and samp

the goverment

retained

too, I am happy
to say, our govern=-

of
officials strictly adhered to the rules and regulations

the Geneva Convention,
the German any.

at least up to the time of the sudden collapse of

After that all prisoners of war,

including the officers,

ZT Geneva Convention, July 27, 1929, Title 2, Ch. 2, Art. LL, 12

2 Geneva Convention, July 27, 1929, Title 2, Che 5, Arte 23, 27

Bue

were required to work,

It was argued that the Geneva Convention agreo=
the defeat of Geman.

binding after

ments no Longer were

iftez working hours the German prisoners of war spent their Icisure
bine in various wyee

feing athletically=ninded

urally tool: on active rart in sports,
played

on the

ing letters
Others

order

spent

again

thousands

people,

thoir

voersLlty of
Lovers
midst

of then attended

of music

instruments.

~ and

their

of the

courses

they hac

idle

some

moments

were

offered

the

piano,

the

Sone of then even composed their om music.

on every Sunday afternoon,

a progressive

to the

conducted
students.

of the ni

graduates.

very accomplished :misicians

in playing

practically

Fach compound

vere university

teachers

ganized a symphony orchestra of sone

in U.cir

organ aii

other

They also oi

50 pieces and gave regular concors

playing some of tho most difficult compositions

mastorifully and beautifully.
ful. pictures

and

of the main school was a formar faculty somber

serlin and most

— spent

covering

an intelligent

nigni classes,

wiiversity

in which

school

Being

to

made available

libraries

in tholr

religion.

studying verious

various kinds of magazines

Taily newspapers,
nlaced

countrye

in this

and

in reading

both in German and in Tnglish,

including

hundveds

The president

time

leisure

of books wore

subject,

& rogular

sport being football,

to loved ones at home and near relatives

them in their libraries,

every

thelr favorite

Others would spend their tine in mite

of our soccer,

books and magezines,

and

the majority; of them nate

of fine arts
lovers

of people and of outstanding

the most
rainted

sceneries,

beautie

while still others

occupied their tine in naking various kinds of toys and articles fron every
source available.

au cur
‘Indeed, the life of the cerran vrisorers of war

one,
camp was, generally speaking, a very active and eventi:1

Speaking of theix camp life in a specific way,

I of necessity will

have to divide thom into to distinct groups — the Nazi and the anti—
Nazie

Nazis
The Nazis
as such were exceedingly proud and arrogant in their geno=
rel behaviour.

From their very infancy,

with the idea
that they
fact,

(the Germans) were really a superior
people, in

that. they were the very best and

world,

it seoms, they were brought up

hen you came in

the most intelligent people in the

contact with thon, they would not only make you

fecl inferior
to them, but would even tell you
ion,

And

because

of their

arrogance

so in a typical

and superiority

Nazi fash=

complex, they vere

very hostile toward us and everything American, That will explain
why
it was just these boys

our

that caused us all the trouble we experienced in

camp and why they were

and goods.

Deliberately

so destructive and wasteful of our property

did they often damace and destroy om: property,

steal tools and other American goods, and shamefully
waste our rater and
foode
Dat they were

not only

hostile toward us and things American, but

especially so tovard the anti-~laci in their om midst.
‘properly describe the vicious

and destructive

TWords fail me to

attitude talen and shom

by the Hazis toward the anti-Nazis. In their opinion there was not a
more detestable creature in the world than a man in their om midst, who
would

say or do anything contrary to the wishes of Der Fuehrer and the

Nazi partys.

Such a person, in their opinion, was not only a shameful be=

trayer of their beloved Fatherland, but was also worthy of the most cruel
and ignominious death, And as

soon as

a fellowGerman
would act anti=

Nasi. or would

say something

he would inmodiately
on the black-List,
carly morning
gzmesone

death.
one

unfavorable

be reported

of Hitler

then

and merciless

opportuns

everybody wes

canner,

the

Nezi

party,

to the Mazi geatapo in the camp, placed

and o% the carliost

hours

and

asleep,

They would

time,

put

sonerally in the

to death

generally

club

in a mo

or stab

Te have had a number of cases like that in our canp.

prisoner

fmerican,

was

overheard

saying

something

somewhat

cllessly

teaten

to death with

clubs.

For instance,

favorable

and by the next morning he was a cead corpse,

then to

of things

having

been moi

Another man made the statements

"T an afraid that Eitley made a mistake by having attacked Russia," and
hac

1% not

been

for

the

faust thinking

and

acting

of om

this man would have undouvtedly met the seme fate.
shoving

the

oxtrere

hateful

against

the anti-lInsis,

and

destructive

as it existed

spirit

in our camp,

American

guards,

And so we could go on
of the

true

but let

Naesis over

“his suffices

Anti-—Hasis
The anti-lavis were an onbirely different
not

trained

in spirit

and

and

educated

friendly

by Hitler

tovard us.

ful to us, in fact, su such so

and were,

therefore,

They were

vory

more

cooneretive

democratic
and heip=

that 2% tines it was very Gifficxlt to reae

lize that they were really
our enezios in war,
ever,

group of mens "these weve

At the same tine, hom

they hated and wore very fearful of their fellomprisoners,

Nezis.

So great was

forever

destroyed,

elecpless

thoir

against

the

Nasi

that

they wished then

and thoir fear of then so great that they spent many

nichts while

even driven

hatred

the

at the camp.

to commit suicide.

Some in their fear ané amcdcty tore

What a relief it was to then when Ser

and Naslisn wes
many finally surrendered

tine in
crushed} For the first

about ielve years

they could now again live

a normal life and be m

afraid of the terrinle curse of Nasiism,
Such was the size, type and life in the Prisonex of War camp in
Hearne,

Texase

the cape

In the

next

chapter

I shall. speak on the

persomel

of

ed

Sab.

CHAPTER

the Parsomel
In speaking

$0 touch epor

on the

the

of the Camp

personnel

fmexiecon and

ITt

of the

thon

carip,

I ace in would

on the prisoner

Dirst

Like

of war personel,

Amovican
The

American

persomel

tas made

military

porsomel,

persomel

and

the

ing about

75,

consisted

mostly

lieve

the

and paid

the

the

by bho

critical

varlovs

Givil

manpower

Service

persormel

dom

to 300 officers

1943

ovr goverment

able

to us

vole vas

made

proneriy

organized

American persomel tas
officers

and men,

responsible

cam,

number

who did

These

were

of our country
Uorever,

to re=afta:

all the wer

camy

“rom L100

camp in June of

and about 1050 enlisted men avail-

on the work

and thines

were

of the

camp,

imt

after&

mmning

elons

smoothly,

40° ‘the absolute minim:

&

of 300

At the head of the canp was a full Colonel, who ves

for the entire work of the campe.

ed in their work by various

A Liautenant Colonel ws

of war, while e Major was responsitle

the Anexican military persomel,

Captains

of the amy,

At the beginning of the

gradually zecieed

at the head of the prisoners

wore

persomel,

within the amy,

camp munbered

59 officers

and

departmont

civilian

military personnels

of the

and men,

to organize

civilian

— the

this number was greatly reduced and the

work again taken over by available
military

The

classes

offices of the

shortace

cessation of hostilities

The

of two

of men and voren outside

clerical wor'ls 2

employed

up

for

And these three officials were assist—

department heads and their assistants, who

and Ist and 2nd lieutenants.

And these again were essisted

in their work by a competent group of non-commissioned
officers and of the

eee

Lib.

necessary munbez
ter,

the

American

They came
Gieians,
vates,
Some

of privates.
military

fron all walks
insiness

gramcar

men,

fis already indicated in the previovs

rersonnel

of Life.

railroad men,

school graduates

tent,

the

greatest

mmber

end a fev devish,

made up of varions

We had doctors,

ax

of these wore very religions,

reliriion,

ws

wiiversity

lawyers,

rich and poor,

Catholic,

vhile about 10! claimed

poli=j

hich school

others aciin wore

of then were

of mens

tankers,

cradnates,

Tlliterates,
thile

types

chap-

crade

old and youngs

not.

Sneaking of

ea soodkyr mmber

Protos

no church affiliation at all.

Jananese
The

Japanese

commissioned
vates,.

As

wore

smell

dike

the

prisoner

officerr,

20 non-commissioned

is neturel

wiih

in stature,

Gormana,

them appeared

of war nersommel

the

dapaneso

averaving

they

to be very simple

English),

that

educatlon

ase

does

not

child

natters

they,

prisonezs

attend

too,

were

of war at

Enperor as their God,
ef them belonged
sourt

Synod

was

our

vexy

five

strong

and the rest were pri-

feet

all

and healt'y.

I vas

In fact,

Uh

Most

of

told by one of the

more

ignorant.

then

in Japan

and that

siz years,

And

frmroximately

either Shintoists,

or Puddhists, worshipping
Christian church.

95%

the

in religious
of the

Japanese

worsizinping

Puddha,

aver

while

that a challenge

the

only 55
to our iis

Church}

German prisoner
this wes

of then

in height.

Gemnan
Tho

‘Tro tere

(enly a very fow of then could spoalk

encouraged

camp were

to some

Intheran

not

school

vary

than

500.

practically

and ignorant.

Enclish-speaking Japanese officers

about

officers

people,

no more

did not appear

mmbored

chiefly

of wer

versomiel

a German

:
far

prisoner

outmumberca

of war camp.

the

Japanese

‘he nuaber

of

te ES

SE
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German prisoners varied fron time to time.
as

5000 and then again as few as 3000 German prisoners of war,

average

number,

antieliazi,

however,

Since

and who wes not,
and

At one time we had as many

was

about 4000,

And these were

Ths

either

Nazi

or

there was absolutely no way of telling who was a Mazi
it was very difficult

to estimate the munber of Masi

the nunber of antieliaz
at our camp.
As close
as we could
deter
ly
i

mine, horever, we had approximately half and

half — 2000

ilazis and 2000

anti~ilazis.s

Nazis
First let ne spoak of the Nazis, These were all very educated,
strong
and robust men, And thoy were also very young men,
few of them were over 30 years of

age,

The reason

Only
a very

for that was: Those

over 30 years of age were still brought up under the Hindenburg regine,
while

those under 30 years of age were brought up under Hitler and the

Nasi party. That will explain why practically ail. the younger men in
Germany are Nazis, while the older ones, as a rule, are not, and why
these younger men together with some of the older ones, were the officers
in the German arny,

while the older ones, gonorally spealcing, were note

Heving been trained by Hindenburg these older ones vere not entrusted

with leadership, tut placed in such positions where they could do no
harm to the cause of Nazism. And, as described in the previous chapter,
these dyed in the wool Nazis were a most arrogant class ‘of people, su=

perior in bearing and contemptuous of everybody else. Religiously they
were pagan and fanatic, which leads us to a brief discussion of Naziisn

and its philosophy of lifes

|

|

What I will have to say on this will be talen from two different
al6-.

fbLiikde

sources,

first,

from what I have heard and learned myself
in my con=

vorsations with the Nazis and the antixNazis on that subject, and
secondly, from a brief document ons
3 Reich", written at my request

"Der Kampf des Christentum's in

by Pastor Guenther, who before the war

was a lutheran minister
in Germany, but now

a prisoner
of wer in our

Cape
Haziion
The bixth of

Nasiisn,
it seems, dates back to the dark and criti=

cal days that followed the defeat of Gormany in World War I, In the
early 20's,
as wo will recall, there were extremely difficult tines
in Germany,

She was povertyestricken and there was wide-spread hunger

and starvation throughout
was

on the verge

of bankruptcy.

view of these existing
for
a changee

feet again,

were

To ease

various

of the land,

the lande

"Economically and financially she

Religicusly she was wavering.

conditions the people of Germany were clamoring
the situation and

parties

to bring Germany back on her

sprang into existence in different sections

each advocating a different policy.

the Sociel-Denocratic,

now imom as the Nazi party.
fron the outset.

And in

the Communistic

Chief of these parties

and the National-Socialistic,

And each of these had a great following

However, in the end the Nazi. party, headed by Adolf

Hitler, once a mere corporal in the German army but now a shremi polie

tician, won out and the people by the millions were flocking to its
side.
Here we may asks "Vhat was Hitler's policy that so many Germans

supported?" Stating it briefly, let me say that 1t was based chiefly
upon REVENGE,

Although beaten by and forced to surrender to the Allics
wil Joo

in 1918,

the people

of Germany and especially the leaders

party had never conceded defeat.

Ths

of the Nazi

signing of Wilson's famous four

teen points on November 11, 1918 was nos the end of the war, bat only a
temporary armistice,

as far as they wore concerned.

blood they £e1% that they were superior

Feing Ayzians in

to any other people

in the world

and, consequently, wero rightfully entitled to te the masters and eventual
rulers

of the world,

leaders

proposed to the people that. they all unite and iuild a ponerful

Germany undor
Reichstag.
tories

the leadership of Hitler,

Cities and villages wore

erected and var materials

supere-highveays

of the

Now with that idea in mind Hitler and the party

country,

and railroads

soldiers

farce buili and various

several cabinet members and the

to be rebuilt

and modernized,

of every conceivable

constructed

throughout

face

type mamfactured,

the

length

and

breadth

trained and a most powerful army, navy end eir
other improvements

made.

Everything possible

was to be done to assure Germany of a decisive victory over her enemies

and of her final goal, the eventual daxination of the world,

‘That,

stating it bwiefly, was the policy of Hitler and the Nazi party.
this policy made a txemendous

And

impression upon the rank and file of the

Gexzan people and gained overvitelming support in all sections of Germanye
Now
to carry out this policy and to accomplish
this goal, the people,
first

of all, hed to be united in this

supreme effort.

To accamlish

epi ela poten tas program of propaganda
was carried out. The peonle were

told privately in their daily contacts with one another and publicly in

= EELS
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speeches delivered by leading advocates of the Nazi. party that they really

were a superior people and that they, therefore, were rightfully entitled
to rule
the world,.

Also the radio and the press were used to bring this
«LGe

thought across

to the people, This same propaganda
was carried on in

the different schools and universities
of the land, That was the first

step taken to unite the people in the all-out effort of eventually con=
quering the world.
physically.

Next,

Germany also had to become a strong nation

To achieve that end a well-balanced

diet was prescribed

to every individual, especially to the children and the
tion
of Germany. Then

coming genera=

soldiers were trained and a large powerful arny,

navy and air force was built secretly.

Factories
of various types were

erected throughout the length and breadth of the country and war ma
terials

of every conceivable

and railroads were

constructed and many other things

them of their final goal,
naturally were
tho party. Of

Super highways
done

to assure

And due to all these activities
better tines

returning to Germany and many other people were
course, as

joined in this all-out
worlds

type were mamfactured.

There were

joining

could be expected, not all people of Gernany

effort of eventual domination over the entire

still a great many tmoadmindea and sensible people

left, who could not see eye to eye with the leaders of

Naziism,

To

win these people over to their cause the Nazi leaders gradually began
to force them into the party system with false promises and also with

threats.

They were told that, if they would

join the

esi party end would

help them achieve their goal, they would some day hold prominent positions
in the party and would be permitted to take part in the ruling of the

world, but if they would not join the movement, they would lose their jobe
and their prestige
with the people. Fearing opposition
to the cause and
a possible threat of overthrowing the Nazi party, a gestapo systen =
a secret police system — was formed within the party to watch the people
«19

and,

if possible,

to scare them into the party.

Concentration camps were

also built and people threatened to bc sent there unless
in line with the principles

and purposes of Nazlism,

thoy would tall

And,

sad to say,

nam of the non-cooperating people of Germany were sent to the concentra=

‘tion ceups, whore they wore not only shemefully mistrested but many also
tortured

there

to death.

I had many

occasions

fox the above-mentioned reason,

to speak with men,

tho had

been

but had then changed their mind bee

cause they had been shamefully mistreated and threatened with death,
Senz

of these

po had driven
Ziisn,

concentration

carms

wany millions more,

and

the

constant watching

though willingly,

to

of the

The

gosta

the camp of Na~

Germany simply bad to succeed this time and so everything possible

vmac done to achieve tits end,
Tut soon,

in fact alveady in the early years

of the rarity found

that

there was

a truly

grost

of Naziiom,

obstacle

ing tha. in their all-out effort for world supremacy,

tianity.

the leaders

that was

hinder=

end that tas Cirise

Christianity taught a system of Immility and brotherly love,

while Naziism preached haugntiness and contempt
thing had to be done to renove this obstacle,

for other people.

Saoe=

Naziism
had to stay,

so

Christianity and the belief in the teachings of the Bible had to go.

fact, Christianity had to be rocted out of Germany forevere!
Christianity had never orought any real blessing to their land,

gued.

m

Mperetofore,
it vas ate

But how to stamp out Christianity, ws the gront question,

‘filer

and his cohorts did not want.e repetition of Rome,? where "the blood af
the martyrs became
the seed of Christianity", Hitle
and the mmbers
r of
the party were clever enough to realize

that, if they as a nation
would

3 Nelch!
im tums
1 Guentners "Der Kampf des Christen

2 Guenther: "Der Kampf des Christen
im tums
3 Reich"

BQ
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openly attack Christianity,
ship their God,

close

churches,

and forbid the people to wor—

they would not only meet with great opposition Pron withe

in and thus hinder their forward movement, but would also arouse the sus=
picions

of other people and bring the wrath of the world dom

unon then.

To avoid e21 this and still accomplish their evil designs, they set out

in a quiet and underhanded wey slowly and gradually to root out Chris=
tiagity
in their midst.
the

radio,

they began

In private and in public, in the press and over

to belittle religion and

personal belief in a living Godel
te the people.
God,

a loving God,

There, after all, was no God, they said

And if there was a Cod,

as the scriptures

to ridicule the idea
of a

then He certainly was not a loving

taught and the people believed. If He really was

they reasoned, then He certainly would not have permitted

the German people, who were a good and a superior people,
and throw

them into such a terrible

found themselves as en aftermath
a God?

That's

to lose the var

state of poverty in which thoy now

of World War I,

thy then believe

in such

nonsense, they said. If we want to be a sunerior people,

as we really are, and eventually want to be the masters of the world, then
we must

forget all

about

God and place our

in his philosophy
of life.

confidence in Der Fuehrer and

ext, they began to condemn the

Jews for have

Sng robbed thom, as they said, of practically all their wealth and property after the
ent of the

conclusion
of the last war, And since Jesus was a cescend=

Jews, they also bogan to condemn Him and His teachings as

found

in tho Bible, Why be so foolish and read the Bible? they would say to the
people,

le have often been told here in America that Hitler ordered all

the Ribles to be burned and his books "lMein Kampf" substituted
in it's

IGuenther: "Der Kampf des Christentums
im 3 Reich"

rao nl

place, tut that ves not true.

True it is, the people were at first en=

couraged to discard the Bible as an ancient myth and accept the teachings

of Nazism,
Germany,

as found in "liein Kampf", but the Christian people within

especially the older ones, refused to do that. There were still

quite a number of them,

I should have said millions of them, that believed

in the true God of the Bible and in Jesus Christ as the Saviour of all
mankind,

Later on, however,

prisoners

as I was told time and again by the German

of var at our camp,

both Nazi and anti-ilazi,

publicly denounced Christ as a Jew,
which

but also issued a special decree

he forbid the reading of those portions of

of Christ and the
scripture

Jewish people.

liitler not only
in

scripture, which spoks

That covered
the entire Old Testament

and much of the New Testament

scripture,

including the writings

of Paul, which certainly did not leave mch of the scripture to read.
Iet me make this plain, these parts of the Bible were not confiscated,
but only condemned and forbidden
to read, And the members
of the Nazi
party,

now mumbering in the millions and having the upper hand in Gere

many, fully and completely subscribed to this decree of Hitler, whom
they idolized as a God and worshipped as the Saviour of their father=
land.
picion,

People
found reading the Bible were naturally
viewed with sus=
considered enemies

Churches were left

of iiitler, and placed
on the

open and people permitted to worship,

as time went on it became increasingly more difficult

Ulack-List.
as before,

but

for the Christians

to go to cimrch and quietly worship their God, They were watched,
ri=

diculed and even persecuted by the members of the
were sent to the churches on Sunday mornings

Hitler youth, who

for that very purpose.

Preachers were watched and listened to. If they would say anything
a=

Bg Ge Ged

contrary to Dex Fuehrer and the Mazi beliefs and practises,
be forced to resign and threatened

they would

to te sent to the concentration

carn.

And many feLthful pastors, who refused to yield, wore actually sent to a
concentration

again,l

camp,

including

Mienceller,

and

some wore

never

seen alivm

Other ways of the Nazi party to remove Christianity as a threat

to their evil designs weres®
seminaries,

were

ordered

~

All religious schools, including theological

closed

and

the

Christian

boys

and girls

as yell

as the theological students were obliged to attend state-controlled schools,
where

the Nazi poison could be instilled into the hearts and minds

German youth and future ministers
coase aml
tinued,

veligious training of the

since,

longer was
similar

of the clurchs

according

to another

organizations

under

strictly

special decree by Hitler,

the child no

but of the states

the control and supervision-of the state were formeds

forbiddens

to be used in any way for.the

the

officess

printing

furtherance

Thus,

Hitler

and

the

religious

gather-

literature

all closed;

‘the radio res not

of Christianity;

leading

though unsuccessfully,

outside

of religious

tians everywhere were openly warned to forsake

titled desperately,

all youth and

the church had to be abolished and pure civil

Longer tolerated and putiLishing houses were

the Nazi party.

tas no

and the Chris=

their Christianity
and
advocates

join

of Nazi-Gernany

to stamp out Christianity as an

obstacle that stood between them and world domination, That was the Nasi
philosophy of Life — God and eternity was forgotten entirely and man was

dreaming only of supremacy and happiness in this world.
1
2

Guenthere
Guenther:

to

to be discon=

church people could not hold eny public
ings were

parental authority had

childyen in the hanes had

the property of the parents,

orgenizations within

of the

"Der Kampf des Christentuns im 3 Reich"
"Der Kampf des Christentums jm 3 Reich"

<<

See

Now many of these devout followers of Hitler, well-trained in the
Nazi philosophy of life, we also had in our camp = highly educated men,
but disgustingly arrogant and extremely irreligious and fanatical,

That

will explain their hostile attitude toward us and their destructive ace
tions toward the anti-llazis
in the campe Even some of their om clorcye
men,

who should have hpheld Christ ani the cause of Christianity, de=

nounced true Christianity and preached Naziisn,
as the Saviour of

. They proclaimed Hitler

Germany, and whosoever believes in him and works for

hin, shall not perish fran the face of this earth, but have an abundant

1ife in the future Gernany, which eventually will extend over the entire
world.

<A shame and a disgrace to the name of the Christian ministry

Anti-lNazis
How about the personnel of the antisifezis in the camo?
stated at the begiming

As already

of this particular section under discussion,

the number of antiellazis at this camp was about 2000, They were the
older men trained under Hindenburg and most of then were educated by

Christian
parents and teachers, Though not quite as highly educated in
secular branches as were the Nazis, they nevertheless were

a very ine

telligent
group of mene One would find no i11iteracy among any of the
prisoners, as often is the case in America. Not being members
of the

party, thoy naturally were only privates in the arnys In general, they
were a good high=type group of men, friendly toward us, but bitter to=

ward the Nazis,

‘That, however, does not mean that they were all reli-

gious men, in fact, only a small percentage of then were. The min

reason for that was: Because of the religious conditions at hone, many
" ef these otherwise good Germans had also fallen on the wayside,

wham

Prace

le

ee

SS

tically all. of thon wore baptized and confirmed either Catholic or Pro=
testant,

yet only a very smell percentage

SLaitg:.

They were not opposed toe the

only bacome
aise

cailcused ami indifferent

suececdad

some,

comfessed Chris=

church and Christianity,
in things

spiritual.

but had

Heziism had

in getting

thon avay

from

possiliy ebout 10%,

that were

just as sincere and devout in theix

Christian beliefs
cases

of then still

much more

as theiz fathers
so than

I found

Christ.

And still

there were

and mothors were at hone, and in meny

1t among

our

boys.

With

their

om

eyes

they had seen the curse of Haziism at home and here at the ceap and that,
I believe,

made

them estremely loyal and faithful to their Ged.

was particularly the

case with rs Protestant

lege

of reading many of his semons

WLLL

say

seymons
enon:
who
Jife

that

all

delivered
these

during
to

again come

I had

of the

out of their

were

two
camp

Lord

I had the privi—-

and often heard hin preach,
heartesearching,

solemn mamer,.

stay in the

service

and their eternal

seimons

in a most

anti-Nazis,
their

the

these

chaplain,

Here

God-fea:ing
resolved

and thus

4nd that

and i

conforting

gospel

I wish to add also that

and

conscientious

to dedicate

help their

the

vest

youn:
of

“en,

Micir

fellor—couniryuc:

to

spiritual darimess and help lead them back vo Uod

salvation,

With that sincere

intent they cecided in-

nedioately while yet in camp to begin studying for the Holy Ministry with
the

fervent hope

and

enter

tine

the

that

some day they may be able to complete their studies

holy ministiay.

they took up the

study

And

I an hanny

of theology

to say that

at the

camp

in the yearts

through

a corrossond=

ence course with our faculty
in Ste Louis and under my personal diroctlon
and supervision,

both of these consecrated young men successfully

pleted the study of Piepor's

lopmatics

-25-

and Muerbringer's

cu

"Einleitung cum

-

SCS

Z

THT

Alten und Teuen Testauant", anc 25 tle tine of their donerture fron the
cap

tiey were

guages,

these

New

Testanen’t

staucli

Christ into
a@ great

Dasily engaged in the
Exegesis

supporters

and

study of the Greek and Hebrew Ian—

Church

History.

to the

Cod

lead

of Christianity and vallant soldiers

the holy ninisteay at sence future

tlessing

May

Gezman nation!

toth

of

of Jesus

date and may they both ke

‘That is my hope and daih; mayer.
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CHAPTER IV
Our Worl in the

Camp

uy work in the camp was of a two-fold nature — religious and nili=

tary. The

religious wrk, of course, was the min work, And as the

only chaplain in the

camp,

I wes responsible for the religlous work of

the entire camp, whether American,

Japanese or German,

Catholic,

Pro-

testant,
or Jewish.
Religious

Work

The religious worl anong the Anerican personnel was carried
on in
the same manner as in any

other army camp.

I conducted regular Protes=

tant services in our little camp chapel on every Sunday morning for the
entire

American personnel.

the sermons preached were

These

were

strictly

of a general nature,

Iuthoran,

That, however,

although

does not

mean that all the men attended
them, Only my Lutheran
men and such
Protestants

that were

interested in religion attended these services.

The Catholic boys attended their om
sion were
served

services, which by special pormis-.

conducted by a neighboring priest, and the Jewish boys were

by a neighboring

rabbi,

Holy Commmiion for our Iutheran boys

was celebrated in a private service conducted by me while the Protes=
tant boys attended Commmion
in their
I also

conducted

respective tomm churches,

‘ible and confirmation classes,

Then

carried on mission

work, performed marriages and burials, and the like and especially did

I look after the spiritual welfare of our Lutheran boys»
But not only was I responsible for the religious work among our
om men, but also for the religious work anong the prisoners of war,

both Japanese
and German,
nm

The religious work among the Japanese prisoners
tainly very difficult in view of the
dar with

their

guage, and they
terpreters

language.

of war was cere

fact that I wes not at all fanil-

I could not speak nor understand their lan=

could not speak and understand mine,

available were

barely capable

And the few in-

of sneaking and understanding

the simplest English, All that I could do then wes to obtain and dis=
tribute

Bibles and

As for conducting

various
religious

religious literature among
services
for then,

I was

these prisoners.
fortunate
in se—~

curing the services of an American chaplain from one of our neighboring
camps, who not only was born and reared in Japan, but who also served
as a missionary there
capable

for over twenty years, and who,

of handling
the

Japanese

therefore, wes

languages, He was a fine

Ciristian

man of the Presbyterian faith and his preaching was very fundamental,
Under my supervision and direction he conducted
spiritually blind Japanese once

a month and also

services

for these

took care of their

other spiritual needs,
Tut different

prisoners
of war.
they mine.

And

it was with

the religious work among the German

I could speak and understand their language and

so from the very beginning of this camp in June of

1943 I did carry on the religious work among these prisoners,
about

a year

For

I conducted three regular German services for them on

every Sunday morning in the recreatione-halls
of the three different
compounds.

Regulations of the camp did not permit me to conduct one

joint service, The first

service
was held at eight o'clock, the se-

cond at nine, the third at ten and then my regular English service
for our American personnel at eleven o'clock, To give me ample
time
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ee

ea

to sonverse with the
place

for

ny noxt

boys after the

service,

these

service and to go from place to

services

naturally were

ing only about thirty-five mimites each.
published

by our Concordia

of the lyms
sommonse

Publishing

ew Testamauts,

devotional

to them,

material was

This

reading

places,

they could

fommd

gular hospltal visits
ing naterial.
Sion work

among

souls

the

for

fron tine

mined

these

great

prisoners.

Icingdom of heaven,

to time,

but

given

literature,

such as

of course,
the

ty the prisoners.

need,

re=

distributed religious reade

I also

I tried

I also made

tried

to carry

on nis=

to gain new and regain

Holy Communion was
who were

old

also celebrated
previcusly

conducted
by me = seven in all,

of the

in

Library and reading-room, here

I performed none,
confines

types

in great quantitics

and who had fully subscribed to our Imtheran confessions.

place within

by

of German Bibles and

placed

only to such,

als of the prisoners
were also
riages,

also

and read

the

singing

strictly Iutheran gospel

and on such cccasions

fealiszing

the

booklets and tracts of varicus

such as the hospital,

be easily

used for

and other religious

ber Gutheraner, veman

pubic

House was

distributed Imndreds

prayerebooks

Leste

‘The German Iutheran Hymmel

and tho seymons preached were

I, furtneriiore,

short,

exa-

Durie
Har

yeb mmerous marriages did take

prisoner

camp.

These were

marriages

proxy
and were genorally performed by the highest ranking Nazi pre—

sente

On one day alone there was

a mass marriage performance of tyolve

individual prisoners with their German Fraeuleins at hone.

legal pa-

pers made out and signed by the girls at hone binding them to their fu-

ture husbands were on this particular day publicly presented to the
‘twelve respective grooms,

the usual question:

"Wilt thou have =— to

be thy wedded wife" was asked by the officiant and answered by the in=
dividuals,

the papers binding them to their wives thousands of miles

away were

signed

by the grooms

in the presence

of witnesses,

and then

the master of ceremonies would pronounce then husbands and wives in
the name

of Hitler and the German Reich.

however,

no reference

ing husbands and wives
were

was

made

togother

spoken and no blessings

affair,

the

religious

side of matrimony bind—

"till death do them part", no prayers

of God pronounced,

It was strictly a civil

as practised at home among
the Nazis, At the same time that

these twelve marriages were
camp,

to

During the entire ceremony,

being performed in the quiet of the prison

a similar legal procedure was in

presence

Germany.

of witnesses

and

in the

homes

progress across the ocean in the
of the

various

And at the end of the day tvelve more

brides

living

in

couples were happily

married and were now looking forward to the time when they would be re=

united and permitted to live together in the bond they had made betwixt
themselves

some years beforee

Such was my religious work among the German
ny first year in their midst.

prisoners of war during

In the second year my work was slightly

different due to certain changes that had been made in the spring of
1944

Acting upon my request, the Wer Department had now sent me to

German prisoner of war chaplains, one a Catholic and the other a Pro=
testant, to assist
me in my

religious work among the German prisoners.

These wore two fine Christian young men, well trained in the scriptures,
brave soldiers of Jesus Christ and bitter enemies of Naziism. And fron
' that day on ti21 the closing of the canp,
supervisory capacity,

while

these

two
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I worked among them only in a

chaplains

carried

on the actual

work,

I made all the necessary arrangements for their sorvices,

supplied

them with all the necessary material and equipment for their work,
sored their
ings with

sermons

by request of ow

the chaplains

and

discussed

holped then solve difficult problems
a@ go-betiveen between

camp

officials,

religious

thet arose

c=

held regular meet=

work in general with

in the camp and served as

them and the proper authorities.

It was purely su-

pervisory
work on my part, while the two chaplains

held the services,

ducted

did

Bible

classes,

administered

then,

the sacraments,

con=

the mission work,

distributed religious literature, buried their om dead, in short, they
performed
And

thus

ail the ministerial functions
we worked

of a fully ordained clergymans

together in close harmony until the

closing of

the

camp

on December 31, 19456
Military Work
Besides the religious
military work of the camp,
Just as

any

other

work,

I was also expected to take part in tis

but that,

of course,

on a much smaller

chaplain
in an American arny camp had to

his time with his men in the camp and out in the field,

spond

scale.
some

of

so T, too, had to

be with my men part of my time and attend to paper work in the office.
And then, when efter

the final defeat

of Germany and Japan our

instituted a re-education program in all our prisoner

af war

govermment
camps,

ing then
the error of their way and trying to change their way of

shore

thinks

ing and living, I in a small measure assisted in this work, | ‘the chief

work was done by specially trained Anerican officers and nen,
who were of
German descent and knew the language and the nature of the Geman people,
while

I served only in the capacity of en

advisor,

especially in the field

of religion
amd Christian ethics. Films and pictures of the

as

crimes and

foe oe MR te OS

atroclties
German,

were

the same
tures

perpertrated by then in their concentration camps,

on American

various

to them,

history,

given

things

religious

over a loud-speaker
of

our

system

the anti-lazis

and

showing

Thus

form

of government

and describing

international

so they

on the

and leading advocates

religious

lots,

ilec—

American way

conducted
at which tine
impartance

were

discussed,

orm chaplains

could be heard by everyone.
of a democratic

Als

form of

in this program of re-education,

I, as chaplain of the entire

carried

and the

services were held by their

governnent took an active mrt

years

and papers

to then, open forums were

of national

occasionally

sone

magazines

awful scenes were distributed to them in wholesale

of life were

am

shovm

especially

camp,

for over two and a half

and military work among

the American per

sonnel
and the prisoners of war, both Japanese
and German.

And the ree

sults
— the fruits of our labors? Of that I will speak in the next chaptere
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CHAPTER

fhe Fraite

SE

as

oN

I

“pealting

is merely

of the

I had ne way

of

actual

judging

of Gus Laboxs

results

achieved will

what wo

express rr opinion

V

accomplished.

on the visite

be most

difficult,

All that

I can

do

results.

fnozican
The velizious

results achieved with the

not any too oncouraging.
of death,

as wore

nen tere
in the

camp,

to attend,
milts,

thoy

Judging

of the men

their

out

“ibles

to then from

some

officers

and men of various

thoy

not

remained

and

the

time

thevo,

ond
this

showed
the

their

our

However,

others to the services.

respective

services.

of course,

Scen=

whether

and tracts
cannot

tell,

to celiave

there were 2 mmbor

in thelr
men,

that
of

the services

daily life.

I an happy

And

to say

but also rariools of

They also cid sone mission worl
Reclamations and confirmations
Quite
a number

to me and privately discussed their religious
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and urged

of this life.

regularly,

some and religious interviews I had many,
came

of their

that did attend

Iatheran

my services

by bringing

services

I an inclined

Christianity

caso with

only attended

I,

and

religious work

roligious magazines

denominations

Supper with due frequencye

boys

to the

avay fron the

to time,

the Lord's

had

and in our

by the officers

of the boys read them.

regularly

osnecially was
that

invited

from remarks heard here and

at least

Quite

in religion

repeatedly

danzer

many of our officers

tco preoccupied with the things

vend

T handed

front lines,

only ly me but elso

they were

er not
that

net

on the

intercsted

Iiven though

the majority

ingly

Not being confronted with any immediate

our boys

nol very much

American persommel seemed

i

of the

problens with

yee

ei

a

mee

lIpptisns

there were

nonte
Japanese

The
war were

sible

results

vory encouraging.

results,

of the

500

Japanese prisoners,

of about 300.

interested

in the

approximately 95%
their preference
been

here

again

thoir

true

present

However,

religion.

of these were

desire

brought them out to these

Japanese

I mst

in the

Shintoists,

services

of

of the vie

very well attended.

cam,

we had an average

nean that they were

out

while

religion,

for the

speale only

Texas,were

As pointed

prisoners

ty Chaplain Ym leDivaine

that does moe

for the Christian
great

the

conducted

of war camp in Huntsville,

attendance

have

And

work emong

The monthly services

of the prisoner
Out

of my religious

in the

second

only about

It could,

preaching

of the

chapter,

5; expressed

therefore,

Word

in such great numbers.

all

of God

not
that

In my opin-

jon it was mostly curiosity on their part. Birt may that be as it will,
while at the services

everyone present

sermons aml it appeared

that the preaching of the gospel made a profound

impression on the majority
the

expressions

on theix

listened very attentively to the

of them.

faces

And while

during

the

sitting

services,

there and watching

I often

could

not

help tut think of the words of the apostle
Paul in Romans 1, 16 that
gospel

of

Lieveth",

Christ

is a power

af

God unto

and was fully convinced

turn unto Him void" (Isa. 55,11).

salvation unto

that the Word preached

diligently read the

They also read it to others, who

that

be=

"shall not re=

Some of it certainly will take root,

grow and “bring farth fruit meet for repentance"
that could read,

everyone

"the

(ilatthe 3,3).

Bible and other religious

could not read. On

‘hose
literature.

several occasions I

even found them discussing the things that they had read.

I am mention-

ing all these

things

to shor

that

there

was

a certain

end thirst for tha gospel of Christ evident among
never had an opportunity
move

our church

ligiously

ignorant

Since

while

to

the

send

the Japanees

‘who had

tefare to hear it, and that this fact should
missionaries

prisoners

after the wmconditional

or political

of meer

to this

spiritually

blind

and

roe

people.

Japanese

most be impossible

amount

of war were

surrender

for me to give eny

results

achieved

in ow

midst

only a short

of thiix hone-land,

it will al=

Icind of an opinion on the military

by our program of re-education.

Ii seemed,

however, that many of then were-quite favorably impressed with our democra=—

tic form of government, our freedom of specch, our system of education and
with things American in general.
German.

The fruits
were

of our religious labors among the Geman

somewhat discouraging.

things

that

I have

observed.

work among the Germans?
at

Of course,
And what

First of all,

have

I observed

I observed
much

better

in my religious

that the attendance

services

the

German prisomrs of war first arrived at our camp and I first con
for them,

was

here again I can speak only of the

our

ducted services

the very beginning

prisoners of war

than later

on.

the attendance was exceptionally good,

at

When

in fact,

it was far beyond my expectations.

Out of the 5000 Ceman prisoners at

the cam

about half of them were

= and let us

remember that

some 1500 attended my first services

in all three

Catholic=

compounds.

high attendance was undoubtedly due to two things,
usually

This un=-

first,

they

to
had not been in church for many years and secondly, they were anxious
hear what American chaplains had to say in religious things.
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js was ex~

pected, this high abtendance gradually began to dwindle. From Sunday
to Sunday
that was

there was a noticeable
remarkable,

of about

in attendance.

I-thougnt — the attendance

did not drop to below 600,
attendance

decrease

1000...

Tor

for quite

Yet — and
some tine

a good many months ve had an average

But then

all

of a sudden,

in fact,

ina

week'?s time, the attendance dropped fran 1000 to a mere hand-full of
men,

20

to

be exact.

sclutely not

account

Why such
for

this

a sudden chance?
very

sudden

and

At first

enormous

I could ab=

drop

in attend-

ance, but upon close investigation of the matter, I soon found the
reason for it.
ones,

The first prisoners we had in the

the anti-llazis,

and such that were

and adnonition of the Lord"
quite

spiriwally-—minded

were not.

They wore

(Ephe 6,4).

and

enemies

interested

camp rere tho older

"brought up in the mrture

‘They naturally were still
in religion,

while

the

Nazis

of Christ and of the Christien religion.

ier during that particular week a mass transfer

of prisoners

tock place.

Approximately 3700 of my anti-lNazi prisoners were transferred to another
carp, and in return we received about that same mmber of dyed in the
vieolL Nezis,

When the following Sunday came,

these Nazis and enemies

of Christianity naturally did not attend the services and they also
threatened the others not to go.

Heing fearful of the consequences,

many of the anti«lazis naturally did not come. Only
ignored
the threats and cane.

{To me this sudden turn of events natu=

rally was very ‘discouraging and disheartening.
I went on and worked even harder than before.

continued
as usual.

a little handful

Undisturbed,

however,

Regular services were

I visited
the boys, spoke to them of things spir=

itual, and kept on inviting then to attend my services. And I am happy
a a

to say that at the end of my first year's
ance

gradually

rose

35 por Sunday.

The

sare

Then

in the

spring

of 19/43

thing happened

came

the

to

German

prisoner

very zealously and untiringly in the

Ierd's kingdon,

were abort

at their services

the same,

‘The attendance
Hible

Protestant

and

lic,

versions
Bible

reclamtions

and

have

might

that were handed
mach

of an

in Germany

occasion

no

so we had

of

baptizing

there wore

noted

chaplain,

omm

a few,

in the

life

was at—

there was no noticeable
during the

none

en=

however, was ob=
every

torn

child

cither Protestant

confirmed,

out to them periodically,

improvement

improved slightly

practically

that

read a little more and

beq@m

the results at first

Tip reason for that,

and later

immediately baptized

was

there were

confirmations

practiso

It was the

vious.

in general,

tut,

I was at the camp.

that

tire tine

and

“aptisms

improvenent,.

by their

conducted

class,

faithfully,

tended a little more

of ver chap=

they both worked

Although

their labors?

of

fruits

the

And

to them,

the

in the

religious work among the prisoners was turned

bulk of the

Jains end tle

and

the attend=

services.

Catholic

over

to about

service in the camp,

or Catho=

nor confirming

anyone.

Recon-

comparatively

speaking.

The

also

the

religious

there was not

but otherwise
of the

tracts

vrisoners

after

chap~

the

in the
were not interested
Jains had taken over the work, They seemingly
Christian

religion.

And

so it went

the allies,
toonally
unconditi
difference

until

May Sth when

‘hen, all of a sudden,

in the attitude and behaviour

Cermany

surrendered

was a marked
there

of the prisoners.

Church attend

ance improved greatly, more interest in the Bible class was shom, there
was
son?

a greater
Gemany

demand
wes

for

beaten,

Hibles and
the

other

religious

dream of Naziism

37%

literature,

crushed,

the

The

spirit

rea=

of the

latis broken, anti—Nomiism rejoiced and regeined the upper hand, and a
great mmy

of the

more carnestl;
er feared
iiitler

boys,

Nazi. and

of Ged anc the

gone ani their hopes

againstGod,
turned

sore

if not even more
them’ard,

further to do with Hin,

seed we

ov anti-Nazis,
brought

The
so,

than before.

consequontly,

wut still,

‘What

Tam

anong

the

Tho anti-ilanis no long

shattered,

rest, however,

they

German

rouained

just as bitter

God again,

they would

refused

have

55,11),

to

prisoners

anything

that

"Ilis

of war,

whether

Nazis

publicly in our sezmzons and privately in other ways,
life, perhaps

Etemity elone will reveal

about

of ow

prisoners

the

fruits

of war?

military

And when

even a great

or political

labors

the

labors,

in the

re=

but of the work done in general by

of the camp in that respect.
for

anong

or political

not thinking so much of the small part I played in helping

pregrem was carried on only

has

thate

I say OUR military

ecucation nrogram of the goverment,

say,

I am confident that the

than I imagine,

the officials

trust in

were again will—

trusting in God's promise

forth at least sone fruit unto etemal

deal more

Geman

sowed

began to think

of the Nazis, with all theix

Word shall not returm unto Hin vyold" (Isa,
veligious

again

religion,

of world domination

taust in Cod.

against

anti-tlazi,

Christian

to go to church and

ing to put their

has

both

Considering

a few months,

the fact that this

I am of the opinion that

the results were surprisingly good. When the filns and pictures
af the
atrocity camcs in Gemany were publicly shom
and then they were given descriptions
pers,
were

many of the German prisoners,
simply horrified

treatments

and speechless

to ali the German prisoners

of them in magazines

including a great many of the Nazis,
at

the

terrible

crimes

camitted by Hitler and the leading advocates
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and daily pa=

and

ininman

of the Nazi parity

at home,

The greatest mmber

mamy of then
brutal

conecrning

trestrents

existence
Tundvecs
Germany

in

of then,
of then

this matter = had absolutely no knomledce

the various

but nob
turned

on entirely

of the prisoners = and I talked to a rreat

concentration

of the nature

against

different

built on a scunder and a more humane
dzeds

of the Cervman prisoners,

attended the re=cdueation
the futwre

cuss

the canp with
thoy hope

resolved to rebuild
Postmyr

foundation.

postewmr
to be

And to that ond hun

including many of the Nazis,

classes and the open forums

ideas and opinions

regularly

to study and dis=

1n their minds as to thet part

Others again remained arrogant and nazified to the very

filled with anger and hatred ageinst us,

selves

Ceormany was

resn3t?

to play afte: their return hore in the creation of a new and a

better Cezmany,
end,

{nd the

And I an sure that many of them wont avay from

Gommmye

definite

They Imer of the

of these camps.

NacLism and

principles,

camps.

of such

and still imagining then-

to be a superior people.

Those were
at the nrisoner

the fruits

of ow

and nilitary,
labors, both religi
ous

of wer camp in Hearne,

Texas,

as I observed then,

CHAPTER

VI

Conclusion

Now the
home=land,

cemp is closed,

and

the prisoners

of war have

returned to their

I am cut of the service and back home with my loved ones.

4nd as I an sitting here and a leisurely thinking of the work I as well
as other chaplains
and abroad,

the

our work have

have done among the prisoners

thought

naturally

cones

to me:

Posteiaz

Personally,

prisoners

Japan,

my

And of that I would nar

of this thesis.

Japan

of war should have a great deal of influ

For centuries the people of Japan have been groping about in
told to worship the Emperor as their Cod.

low the emperor
no longer is the sole ruler

their‘nation, as formerly believed.

of Japan and the God of

In fact, Hirohito even admitted

to his people recently that hs was not a God.
are confused and disillusioned at the present
is.

effect

Japan proper was and still is not a Christian

Spiritual darlmess and were

God

possible

I feel that the religious work done by us chaplains

Japanese

ence on post-var

nation.

“hat

on a post-var Japan ani Germany"?

yet Like to speak briefly in the conclusion

among the

of war in this country

low here

Naturally the people
time, wondering who their

at our camp es well as in all other Japanese

of war camps hore in America,

these prisoners have

prisoner

heard
and read about

the true God and of Jesus Christ as the Saviour of the world. And when
these prisoners got home, religious matters will certainly also be discussed.

And when they are,I feel confident,

that saze of these prison

ers will cone out boldly for Christ and advocate the Christian religion,

They nay serve as a leaven, which in the course of tine may leaven the

|

whole lump.

Great

these prisoners

things
my come

out of the little religious training

received here in America during their imprisonment.

of the little mustard seed somm here,

God,

in due time,

Out

might develop a

darge tree with brenches extending throughout the lengih and breadth of
the Japanese
Gitions in

empire.

And,

Japan are

of Christianity
missionaries
a bountiful

I believe,

at a stand-still, we

in that Jand,

to that
harvest

that right now vhen religious con=

country.
at the

could greatly assist the cause

if we could and would send a great many
To

that country

present

time,

when

seems

to be

the people

ripe

of Japan

for
Ino

not which way to turn religiously.
The
cally,

sane

too,

we have

thing also seems to be true in political matters.

she is standing at the crosseroads,

been

able to give

these prisoners

and the little

Polititraining

in democratic principles and

in the American way of life is bound to bear fruit and bring these demo=
cratic

ideals

to the attention

of their people at home.

Certainly, much

good could come also of the political work we did among the Japanese
prisoners

of war

in this

countrye
Post=Var

How about
with

Japan,

Cermmany

postewar Germany? ly hopes there are not as great as

I am confident

that

the religious work we

have

done

among

the Geman prisoners of war was not altogether
in vain, in fact,
I feel
that it may have
war Germany.

a great deal to do with the

However,

re-Christianizing
of poste

the religious conditions within Gemany at the

present time are different from that of Japan. Japan never had the gos=
pel, while Cemany

did. And since

Germany already had the gospel,

I

fear that she will not so readily accept it again. ‘heir religious days

are

over,

I am afraid.

for having

lost

both

against iiim and the
& very difficult
‘tianity,

Then too,
of the

last

the
wars

Germa
are already
ns
blaming
and are,

Christian religion.

time convincing

how much more

therefore,

Even in this

the prisoners

very

God

bitter

country we had
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